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“Allerdale – a great place to live, work and visit”

REPORT OF THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
TASK AND FINISH GROUP ON CLIMATE CHANGE:
Background
On 25 September 2019, Allerdale Borough Council agreed a motion relating to climate change and
made a specific commitment to reducing carbon emissions. The full motion is attached at Appendix
A. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee was requested to consider how Council could respond to
the commitments in the motion and a Task and Finish Group (TFG) was set up to lead this work. The
TFG met a number of times and held a workshop for external stakeholders to discuss our emerging
thinking and to feed in any information they felt was relevant. The group has also considered the
petition presented to the Council on 11 December 2019, which was integrated into its consideration
of the motion. The list of Members of the TFG is attached at Appendix B and a report from the
stakeholder workshop is attached as Appendix E.
As part of its work, the TFG received presentations on a number of different topics, including the
Council’s Local Plan and Cumbria’s Joint Health Strategy. It also considered information from other
local authorities (e.g. Stroud District Council and South Lakes District Council), as well as other
bodies such as Friends of the Earth and Zero Carbon Britain. The key documents considered by the
TFG are listed in Appendix D.
Findings
The Task and Finish Group make the following over-arching findings –
1. That the Council secures its response to climate change through inclusion within a Portfolio
Holder’s remit and with an appropriate level of dedicated officer support time.
2. That a standing Climate Change Group reporting to Executive be created to drive forward
the Council's response to climate change. Such a group should consist of Councillors and
senior officers having the authority to direct resource to deliver any and all actions
necessary with the agreement of the Portfolio Holder. This group, in consultation with the
senior management team, will be responsible for policy and budgetary recommendations,
assessing implications and overseeing actions to deliver the strategy and action plan (see 3,
4, 5 and 7 below). It will also be the responsibility of this group to ensure that Council
actions are both compliant with relevant government plans and legislation, and consistent,
to avoid duplication or conflict.
The Group would have responsibility for creating and delivering the Council’s Climate
Change Strategy and Action Plan and for publishing an annual report on progress.
The Group would involve external experts to provide advice on wider climate change
initiatives that may be relevant to the Council. A suggested remit for such a Group is
attached at Appendix C. All members of the current Task and Finish Group would be willing
to join this group.
3. That the Council’s Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan referred to above (see proposed
draft action plan at Appendix H) be updated to reflect the Joint Health Strategy

commitments, as well as the 25 September 2019 Motion (Appendix A) and the discussions
that have taken place at Council, both at the September 2019 meeting when the motion was
agreed and at the December 2019 meeting where the issue of climate change was further
discussed. Furthermore, it will need to reflect developing Government policy in the area of
climate change, in particular the Environment Bill that is currently going through Parliament.
It will also need to take account of the work being taken forward by the Cumbria Chief
Executives Group and Cumbria Leaders Board Climate Change Working Group (which is
looking at how we make Cumbria net zero), as well as commitments made by other local
authorities in Cumbria - see diagram of groups and relationships at Appendix G.
4. That the Council’s Senior Management Team and any other officers with climate change
related responsibilities should receive relevant training on how to develop climate change
policy and how to embed such policy into all activities of the Council. Similar training should
be offered to any interested councillors or officers. Some suggested training course
providers are listed in Appendix F.
5. That a Stakeholder Engagement Plan be developed and maintained that sets out how the
Council will interact with and learn from groups including those representing residents,
industry, climate change experts, other local authorities, central Government and young
people.
The Stakeholder Engagement Plan should include details of how the Council will publicise its
climate change activities and how those outside of the Council might engage with, support
and influence those activities going forward. It will also need to start from today so that
stakeholders may be reassured that we take climate change seriously, that we are taking
appropriate action and that they may be involved in the development of our response.
Once the Council’s Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan has been created, the
Stakeholder Engagement Plan should be attached and its effectiveness be reviewed as part
of the annual report on progress mentioned above. Attached at Appendix G is a suggested
stakeholder map which reflects input from Members of the TFG as well as those who
attended the stakeholder workshop on 17 January 2020.
Alongside the following recommendations specific to the Motion –
6. The target of becoming carbon neutral by 2030 is very challenging. While we recommend it
should be retained as a target and used to keep up the pressure on central Government to
support our work, it is more important that the Council focuses on developing and delivering
a viable, sustainable response to the challenge of climate change, rather than risk becoming
distracted by and possibly disheartened by, a deadline. The 2030 date should be kept under
review and could possibly be revised as our understanding of what is possible improves.
7. In support of this, the Council should carry out a “climate change audit” in order to help
identify where the main challenges are and to inform the development of the Council’s
Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan. The Local Authority Climate Change Policy Group
(which includes representation from Allerdale Borough Council) has been developing a set of
guidelines which can be used as a basis for establishing a baseline carbon footprint. This

developing guidance, along with advice and guidance that is also available from Cumbria
Action for Sustainability (CAfS), should be used as the basis for the proposed audit.
8. In support of our recommendations, the Council should consider what actions it can take
immediately. As an example, the TFG suggests that we build on the good work that is
already happening in planning policy, environmental health, and community services.
9. The Council should adopt the use of a pre-validation checklist for planning applications – see
draft at Appendix I.
10. The Council should place specific emphasis on ensuring it has a sustainable procurement
policy.
11. The Council’s Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan should be produced by June 2020 to
allow its recommendations to feed into the next available budget cycle (for 2021/22).
12. The Council should immediately include the consideration of climate change and the
environment as part of the decision-making process of the Council, the Executive and the
Senior Management Team. All relevant reporting templates will need to be updated to
reflect this additional requirement and we are pleased to note that this work is already
underway.
13. There are a number of existing groups that the Council participates in or supports. The
effectiveness of these should be evaluated before the merits of setting up an Allerdale
Partnership Climate Change Group as suggested in the Motion are considered. The Council
will need to ensure it is satisfied that all stakeholders are kept engaged in our response to
the challenge of climate change but how it does that is a matter for it and the stakeholders
to decide and review on a continuing basis.
14. The Council should work closely with town and parish councils across Allerdale, many of
whom have already started taking action in relation to climate change.
15. Similarly, the Council should work closely with the retail and other industries in order to
learn from and/or influence their climate change activities.
16. The Council should respond to the specific concerns of young people and address their vision
for the future locally and globally.
17. The Council should ensure that it continually learns from the experience of others, including
CAfS, the Cumbria LEP, other local authorities, local industry and all those organisations
listed on the stakeholder map at Appendix G.
18. The Council should consider how best to continue to engage with the wider public, to
improve their understanding of what they can do in terms of recycling and other climate
change related activities and to encourage them to work with the Council in order to meet
the challenge of climate change.
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Appendix A - Motion to Council on Climate Change (25 September 2019)
This Council is committed to reducing carbon emissions, both as an organisation and as the Local
Planning Authority and resolves to go further than the UK100 Agreement and therefore requests
that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee considers, within the next six months, how the council
can:
• Work with partners in local sustainability organisations and Parish, Town and County Councils to
help to deliver this goal through strategies, plans and shared resources;
• Pledge to make Allerdale carbon neutral by 2030 where this does not negatively impact on our
communities;
• Call on Government to provide the policy changes & funding to make the 2030 deadline possible;
• Report to full Council with the actions the council will take to address this emergency, within six
months, in time for their recommendations to be funded in the next budget cycle;
• Establish an ethical procurement framework to ensure suppliers reduce their carbon footprint;
And that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee also considers the following actions:
• Ensure that political and chief officer leadership teams embed this work in all areas of the Council
Plan and take responsibility for reducing, as rapidly as possible, the carbon emissions resulting from
the Council’s activities, ensuring that any recommendations are fully costed and that the Executive
and Scrutiny functions review council activities taking account of production and consumption
emissions and produce an action plan within 6 months, together with budget actions and a
measured baseline;
• Request that Scrutiny consider the impact of climate change and the environment when reviewing
Council policies and strategies;
• Work with, influence and inspire partners across the district, county and region to help deliver this
goal through all relevant strategies, plans and shared resources by developing a series of meetings,
events and partner workshops;
• Set up an Allerdale Partnership Climate Change group, drawing on expertise from Councillors,
residents, young citizens, climate science and solutions experts, businesses, skills providers, Cumbria
Action for Sustainability, Sustainable Keswick and Riversmeet and other relevant parties.
The Group will consider strategies and actions being developed by the Council and other partner
organisations and develop an area wide strategy in line with a target of net zero emissions by 2030,
engaging other anchor institutions and SMEs. It will also recommend ways to maximise local benefits
of these actions in other sectors such as employment, health, agriculture, transport and the
economy;
• Request that the Council and partners take steps to proactively include young people in the
process, ensuring that they have a voice in shaping the future;
• Ensure that all reports in preparation for the 2020/21 budget cycle and Investment Strategy will
take into account the actions the council will take to address this emergency;
• Add the voice of Allerdale Borough Council to the calls on the UK Government to provide the
powers, resources and help with funding to make this possible;

• In recognition of the seriousness of the financial constraints that the Council faces, and the
expectation that both the development and implementation of many measures above are likely to
be contingent on securing significant additional extra funding, that the Borough’s local MPs be called
upon to ensure that Central government provides the powers, resources and funding to make this
possible, and that Council writes to them to seek their commitments;
• Consider other actions that could be recommended (but are not restricted to): low carbon energy
production and storage, providing electric vehicle infrastructure and encouraging the use of electric
vehicles within the fleet, workforce and wider community, integrating low carbon technologies into
operational assets and projects, increasing the efficiency of buildings, prioritising these measures for
housing to address fuel poverty; proactively using our local planning powers to accelerate the
delivery of net carbon new developments and communities, coordinating a series of information and
training events to raise awareness and share good practice;
• Where needed, officer reports to the Council Executive and Full Council contain impact
assessments on Climate Change that include Carbon Emission Appraisals, including presenting
alternative approaches which reduce carbon emissions where possible.’

Appendix B – List of Members on the Task and Finish Group
Councillor Nicky Cockburn – chair
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor Janet Farebrother
Councillor Iain Greaney
Councillor Sally Lansbury
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Alan Tyson

Appendix C – Suggested Remit for the Climate Change Group
We recommend that it should include a maximum of eight elected members, working with relevant
officers with the necessary authority to commit resource to our efforts to combat climate change.
As necessary, the Group would involve external experts in meetings to ensure the Council was kept
informed of the latest developments in this area and to allow for external scrutiny of, and input to,
our proposed work programme. A key piece of work for the Group would be overseeing the
development of this Council’s Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan and then reporting on
progress to all stakeholders.

Appendix D - Key reports considered by the TFG
This is not a comprehensive list, nor is it in order of priority. It is simply a flavour of the sorts of
information that has been brought to the attention of the Task and Finish Group as it has taken this
work forward.
Allerdale Local Plan
Cumbria Joint Health Strategy
Friends of the Earth’s Action Plan for local authorities
A Carbon Baseline for Cumbria (Small World Consulting)
A suggested process for establishing a climate change impact baseline (Cumbria Local Authorities
Climate Change Policy Group)

Appendix E – Summary Report from the Stakeholder Workshop (17 January 2020)
Introduction
1. As part of its work to look at how the Council could best develop a climate change strategy and
action plan, the Climate Change Task and Finish Group had invited a number of external
stakeholders to a workshop to discuss the Group’s work to date and to input into their thinking
going forward. A full list of the participants is attached at Annex A.
The Workshop
2. Councillor (Cllr) Iain Greaney opened the workshop by welcoming everyone and briefly running
through the proposed agenda for the day. The workshop would be informal in nature and
participants were encouraged to share their views with the Members of the Task and Finish Group
who were all in attendance. Cllr Sally Lansbury took us back to the Climate Change motion adopted
by full Council in September 2019 and then explained the steps that were being taken to address the
commitments in that motion and the proposed next steps in terms of the TFG’s Report to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee and ultimately back to full Council. Both Cllrs stressed the
importance of the workshop and to the need for the Council to develop a genuine partnership with
external stakeholders in order to be able to address the challenge of climate change.
3. Participants were then invited to introduce themselves and to highlight two or three issues or
concerns that were particularly important to them. The main points raised during this session
included:









It was positive that the Council was hosting this workshop, but concern that things were not
moving fast enough.
Concern about the predicted rise in sea levels and the impact of flooding.
The need to improve recycling, waste management and wider flood prevention measures.
An end to road building and widening, along with an increase in the use of electric vehicles.
Closer working with the County Council to ensure the retention of existing bus services and
the reinstatement of the Keswick to Penrith railway.
A greener internet.
Better public education.
Improved biodiversity and land management.

4. For the second part of the workshop, the TFG had taken the thirteen climate change related
themes and printed them out on to large pieces of paper, along with some suggested actions that
had been identified for each area. The themes had been grouped and set out in four work stations
and the participants were invited to circulate around each of the work stations, engage in
discussions with representatives from the TFG and give their views on the proposed next steps as
well as identifying any gaps and possible sources of information and so on. The output from these
discussions is summarised below.

Planning Policies







More resources needed to enforce building and planning regulations
Use solar energy on all commercial buildings
Utilise wave energy and rainwater harvesting
Revise planning approvals to reduce carbon footprint; improve energy efficiency, insulation,
use more solar on roofs; do not build on the green belt!
Stop building near to the coast and on flood plains
Consider biodiversity issues as part of pre-application stage (e.g. hedgehog runs and swift
bricks)

Management of Land








Inter-agency working with landowners to plant trees for flood prevention
Hold more meetings to talk about problems and how to solve them
Less grass cutting – do not cut some areas until early August to let wild flower seeds to set as
this will encourage pollinating insects like bees
Public awareness and engagement
Identifying good farming practices and learning from them – spread the message
Slow the flow (of water) – contact the Forestry Commission
Promote and support methods of regenerative agriculture – agroforestry/woodland
pasture/mob (rotational) grazing/less but better meat/organic methods

Built Environment










Reducing the felling of mature trees in housing and other building developments (replanting, not removal!)
Natural drainage systems – slow the flow, promote biodiversity and improve sense of
wellbeing
See FoE Action Plan on buildings
Local procurement to stimulate and sustain local economy
Environment Agency need to be more proactive
Promote more wildlife and green space in residents’ gardens
Visit and lobby MPs for improved planning policy and building regulations
When approving new buildings - avoid flood plains; prioritise data on flooding effects; only
approve if proven data exists to state no impact on flooding
Buildings should be constructed to current eco standards. Need to ensure these are kept to
via inspections – do not rely on self-regulation.

Domestic Energy Use/Savings






Cannot afford to go easy with the climate change emergency
Produce an Allerdale Environmental Dashboard showing key data like energy mix, supply
and demand
Design more green houses and give every public building solar panels
Who do you (Council) buy your energy from?
Improved energy efficiency through planning – e.g. sash windows






Cut the cost of LED light bulbs for low income households
Cumbria Action for Sustainability run courses on energy efficiency in housing etc… They
could help with promotion of better insulation etc…
Council needs to audit/monitor the quality of works carried out. Solid wall insulation was
badly done in many cases and nobody was held responsible.
Home insulation grants, solar panels, revise planning policy to demand eco-housing

Reducing Paper and Printing Costs (Allerdale Borough Council internal)




Use less paper and use green energy for technology used during meetings
Examine communication systems – hard copy and digital (internally and with the public) –
with the aim of reducing paper and printing costs
Ecosia search engine – plants trees for internet usage

Waste Reduction/Recycling




















Adopt circular economy waste policies in plans and contracts
Recycling bins in Allerdale offices and at events, including public spaces
Support schemes that promote reusable packaging like the Keswick eco-cup
Inform people why we need to recycle
Better information on bins explaining what is acceptable plastic waste
Repair and re-use schemes and “swaps”
Running all recycling waste together for integrated sorting – the technology exists – to
reduce waste transport, bins for collection and improves recycling uptake
Recycling facilities at all public bins in the borough
Discourage fly-tipping by reducing the prices for collection of large waste items
Stop offering plastic cups in Allerdale offices
Kerbside self-sorted collection is only optimal when people are willing to do so
Council to encompass beach waste pick-ups?
Use more aluminium cans so that they can be smelted down and recycled as more cans or
other appliances
Coordinate, via the website, litter clearance – there is a lot of desire to do this
All waste should be regarded as a potential resource
Promote vegan/vegetarian meals/food
Allerdale should look at “Fair Share” schemes in order to reduce food waste
Collect tetra packs and forward to Carlisle or Barrow for recycling (talk to TetraPak as they
offer advice and financial support)
Check what is happening at Marchwood waste recycling plant (Hampshire). Large space and
bring and buy area so that good reusable products do not end up in landfill

Partnerships



Lead by example while recognising we cannot be perfect
Work with Leisure Centre management to increase the use of solar panels

Energy Supply/Usage (Allerdale Borough Council internal)













Community Energy
Ground source heat pumps/exchange and more solar and more wave energy
Re-use!
www.cumbrianenergyrevolution.org.uk
Sort out your own house as far as energy and waste are concerned and then lead by
example
Change to a green tariff (Good Energy and Ecotricity are two good examples)
Protect the most vulnerable (food poverty and resilience)
Use solar schemes to decarbonise energy use
Anaerobic digestion and biogas
Environmental audits of all council buildings
Energy Auction implications (Green Tariffs) – domestic and business both involved
Look at the FoE Action Plan

Purchasing Goods and Services (Allerdale Borough Council internal)





Use recyclable post-it notes and other stationery!
Reduce meat consumption and stop using plastic cups – bring your own cup?
Climate change teacher in every school
Local procurement

Adaptation (safety and resilience)








Upland reforestation slows upland run-off; proactive flood and drought planning strategies;
prevent groundwater flooding by comprehensive drainage management
Include sods in planning policies
Engage the Environment Agency as a partner for early warning systems
In work places, reduce the temperature and encourage people to wear a jumper
Less cutting of the grass in public areas. Do not cut some areas until late July to let wild
flowers seed themselves – good for pollinators
Mob (rotational) grazing for farmers – increases carbon soil stocks; natural food
management; reduces the need for artificial input; and improves biodiversity
If it is yellow, let it mellow; if it is brown, flush it down – better flushing facilities in toilets

Water






Environmental audit based on Eco School approach – each member of staff; whole
organisation approach and the Council itself as an entity – leads to a list of priorities and and
Action Plan (this is what the UTC did)
Assess the potential for green roofs – bus shelters as well as buildings
Use of grey water
Re-use of washing machine water

Transport (greenhouse gases, air quality) (Allerdale Borough Council internal)









Cheaper or free public transport; less air travel; less long haul flights; more electric charging
points in car parks
Car clubs
Roll out pool bicycle scheme to include cars and then roll out a car pooling/sharing scheme
to the public (parish/town councils)
Improve joined up public transport infrastructure/electricity fleet
Virtual meetings (need improved broadband for this)
Protect the most vulnerable as they are the least resilient
Replace Allerdale’s vehicles with electric ones
Install a dedicated full time climate change officer

Raising Awareness









Suggest this theme is renamed “Marketing Strategy for Climate Change Awareness –
improving involvement and contributions”
Climate change teacher in every school
80% of people are very concerned, so awareness is already there
Need a dedicated Member and Officer
Proactive Messages – local TV; Ads/Articles in local publications; Twitter; Website; Radio;
Allerdale Services leaflet; Re-use Campaigns; Talks and Courses from Partners; Explore
incentives (there are savings to be made/refill schemes/reduce rubbish)
Share waste figures and energy use
Use more social media

And Finally
5. The last part of the workshop allowed participants to share any final thoughts about the day. It
was agreed that while it had been a positive workshop, time was running out and we really needed
to build on the good conversations that had been started and move forward. Cllr Greaney
confirmed that everyone would receive a copy of the report from the workshop and be kept
informed as the work was taken forward. There was also agreement that similar workshops/events
would be held in the future in order to keep people informed and to hold the Council to account for
its actions. Finally, Cllr Greaney thanked everyone for giving up their time to attend and hoped they
would continue to support the Council’s efforts in this important area.
List of Attendees
Julia Robinson (West Cumbria Rivers Trust
Jill Perry (Green Party)
Terence Sloan (Sustainable Keswick)
Joe Human (Sustainable Keswick)
Fiona Heslam (Energy UTC), plus two students Nick and Deacon
Steve Irving
Ruth Balogh (Friends of the Earth/Climate Emergency West Cumbria)
Jack Lenox (Green Party)

Cllr Nicky Cockburn
Cllr Sally Lansbury
Cllr Iain Greaney
Cllr Alan Tyson
Cllr Allan Daniels
Cllr Elaine Lynch
Cllr Janet Farebrother
Ian Hinde (Officer Allerdale Borough Council)
Richard Griffin (Officer Allerdale Borough Council)

Appendix F - Suggested Climate Change training courses
During the course of the TFG’s work a number of climate change related training providers have
been brought to our attention. No work has been done to establish which provider is the best or
which course best fits the needs of the Council, but the links to the websites of those concerned are
below for ease of reference.
Centre for Alternative Technology (Zero Carbon Britain) www.cat.org.uk
Cumbria Action for Sustainability www.cafs.org.uk
Ashden (Local Authority Climate Change Toolkit) www.ashden.org

Appendix G – Stakeholder map
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Appendix H – Proposed draft Action Plan

ABC reducing paper and printing costs
Outcome
Identification of possible
energy efficiencies and
waste reduction
Reduction in paper waste

Reduction in waste
Reduction in greenhouse
gases by reducing travel

Action
Review departmental and central
printing strategy

Lead

Target date

Review potential for further
reducing volume of paper for
Committee work
Continue re-use schemes when
disposing of furniture/ equipment
Consider extending the use of
video conferencing

ABC transport (greenhouse gases, air quality)
Outcome
More sustainable travel
for staff and members
More sustainable travel
for staff
Reduction in fuel
consumption
Reduction in greenhouse
gases

Reduction in greenhouse
gases by main partners

Action
Review existing car user policy to
identify sustainable travel
incentives
Consider staff pool bicycle
scheme
Regularly promote sensible
driving message to staff and
members
Consider impact of on staff and
the community in accessing and
delivery of services at current and
potential Council Centres.
Work with main partners to
achieve reduction in energy use
and greenhouse gases in the
delivery of Council services,
particularly when planning
replacement of vehicles

Lead

Target date

ABC energy supply / usage
Outcome
Reduction in energy use

Action
Carry out review of energy use in
Council buildings to identify
potential for energy efficiencies
and produce prioritised action
plan
Implement prioritised action plan
for energy efficiencies in Council
buildings
Investigate the potential for
installing renewable energy

Lead

Target date

Reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions

generation in new and existing
Council buildings
Review energy suppliers for
Council building and seek to
move towards 100% supply from
‘green’ sources or suppliers

ABC purchasing of goods and services
Outcome
Increase the purchase of
sustainable goods and
services
More sustainable
purchase of food and
reduction in waste

Action
Review the Council’s
procurement policy to take into
account climate change
Review the Council’s use of
outside caterers and include need
for locally sourced food and
reusable/recyclable utensils

Lead

Target date

Domestic energy use / savings
Outcome
Reduction in fuel poverty.
Reduction in energy use

Reduced consumption of
energy and reduces fuel
poverty

Action
Work with Energy Saving Trust
Advice Centre (ESTAC) to
promote energy efficiencies in
households
Running energy efficiency
schemes including targeting
deprivation and fuel poverty,
including working with Housing
Associations, environmental
groups and other agencies
Improve awareness of funding
available for energy efficiency
amongst front line staff, visiting
officers, Customer Service
Advisors and partners
Promote availability of energy
saving measures in homes in
conjunction with ESTAC

Lead

Target date

Lead

Target date

Planning policies
Outcome
Future developments are
more sustainable

Action
Regularly review planning policies
to incorporate sustainable
development taking into account
the needs and character of the
area through the Local Plan
Examine existing supplementary
planning guidance for sustainable
development and determine if

Positive effect on tackling
climate change

any change is required to bring
guidance in line with best
practice
Review existing main Council
policies and consider making
amendments to assist in tackling
climate change

Management of land
Outcome
Positive effect on
landscape and habitats in
the AONB
Raise awareness of
climate change issues in
AONB area
Nature reserves become
sustainable

Action
Progress the Solway Coast AONB
Management Plan

Lead

Target date

Lead

Target date

Development of management
plans for the Council’s nature
reserves at Harrington and
Siddick Ponds
Increased community awareness
of climate change

Built environment
Outcome
Development is more
sustainable

Action
Promote higher building quality
standards that include
sustainable and green building
principles

Adaptation (safety and resilience)
Outcome
Reduction in the impact
of climate change on our
services and community

Increased river and
coastal flood resilience
and safety

Reduce flood probability
and severity

Health, wellbeing,
productivity at higher
temperatures

Action
Assess the risk associated with
climate change for the Council
Services and our communities
and produce plan to adapt
accordingly
Assess risk for people, livelihoods
and prosperity
Ensure access to flood-readiness
information (for evacuation)
Ensure access to flood-resilience
and support information
Improving river defences NFM
catchment management (EA)
Urban run-off through SUDS
systems
Managed realignment on coast
Adopt health systems to protect
people

Lead

Target date

Sufficient public water for
agriculture, industry,
council use
Less resilience on UK and
international food trade

Avoid non-native pests,
diseases

Monitor temperatures in all
critical areas
Develop goals to reduce water
leakage, wastage
Protect below market value
(BMV) land to grow crops for
local consumption
Support development of
horticultural businesses
Prevent import of pests, diseases
through local docks

Water
Outcome
Reduction in water use

Reduction in flooding

Action
Review results of trial of using
water saving devices in Council
buildings and assess scope for
extending
Assess scope for reuse of grey
water in Council buildings and
prioritise for action
Raise awareness of staff on water
saving measures
Incorporate sustainable drainage
systems into Council
developments where possible

Lead

Target date

Lead

Target date

Lead

Target date

Raising Awareness
Outcome
Increased action by
community on tackling
climate change
Increased awareness of
climate change

Increased awareness of
staff and members about
climate change

Action
Devise a programme to raise
awareness of the community on
climate change in conjunction
with partners
Support the work of the network
of local partnerships in raising
awareness of climate change in
Cumbria
Provide and co-ordinate training
on climate change for staff and
members, particularly front line
staff

Partnerships
Outcome
Reduced impact on
climate change

Action
Work with key partners to
develop and deliver strategic
projects which deliver best

Reduced impact on
climate

Reduction in energy use

practices on sustainable
development.
Work with key partners to
develop plans to address the
causes and impact of climate
change according to local
priorities
Work with Greenwich Leisure Ltd
(GLL) to identify energy savings in
Council leisure centres

Waste reduction / recycling
Outcome
Increase in materials
recycled
Reduction in waste
collected. Increase in
materials recycled.
Minimisation of residual
waste and work with CCC
to develop action plan
including new recycling
sites
Minimisation of residual
waste and at source
Reduction in waste
collected. Increase in
materials recycled.
Minimisation of residual
waste

Action
Improve recycling facilities in
Allerdale offices
Extend provision of doorstep
recycling facilities in accordance
with annual programme
Provision of recycling facilities

Raise awareness of staff and
public on waste minimisation and
recycling
Review beach cleaning activities
to include recycling
Work with Cumbria County
Council on provision of new
waste recycling centres

Lead

Target date

Appendix I – Proposed pre-validation checklist for planning applications

1. Location & Transport
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: lowering greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the need
to travel and distance travelled; increasing the proportion of travel by sustainable modes such as
walking, cycling, public transport and lower carbon vehicles; and reducing climate change
vulnerability by locating development away from areas liable to flooding.
Have you considered including measures to reduce dependence on private car- borne transport
and influence a shift to more sustainable modes of travel?
Does the proposal provide appropriate levels and standards of parking (including cycle parking)?
Will the development incorporate facilities for charging plug-in and other ultra-low emission
vehicles as appropriate?
Have you submitted a Travel Statement (for smaller-scale developments) or Travel Plan (for
proposals that generate significant traffic) with your proposal?
Does the location of the proposed development minimise distances to the main employment
centres, shops, recreation and community facilities and schools?
Have you ensured the development is located away from an area liable to flooding, and is not
dependent on transport links (roads, footpaths etc.) liable to flooding?

2. Layout & Design
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: lowering greenhouse gas emissions by reducing energy
demands for heating and cooling; and building in resilience to the impacts of climate change such
as flooding and heat through good layout and design.
Does the proposed site layout maximise the potential for passive solar gain?
Have you considered how buildings could be designed to maximise the capture and use of passive
solar energy?
Have you considered designing in measures to prevent excess solar gain in summer?
Have you designed the layout to use landform and landscape to benefit from shelter?
Have you considered the potential for passive cooling and ventilation in summer?
Have you considered how existing and proposed trees and shrubs could be used to provide shade
for car parks and other private and public open space?

3. Energy and carbon reduction
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: reducing greenhouse gases by promoting developments
that reduce the need for energy, use energy efficiently, supply energy efficiently and use
renewable or low or zero carbon technologies.
Have you considered designing in measures to maximise energy efficiency?
Have you explored ways to secure a proportion of energy demand through the installation of
renewable and/or low and zero carbon technologies?
Have you checked whether your proposed development falls within a ‘Potential
District Heat Area’, or a zone requiring buildings to be ‘CHP Ready’?

4. Water & Drainage
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: incorporating adaptation measures to ensure
development is resilient to increased risk of flooding or droughts; and reducing water demand
and increasing more efficient use of water as periods of drought increase.
Have you considered designing in water efficient fittings and appliances?
Have you considered incorporating rainwater recycling and harvesting systems?
Have you considered incorporating recycling and harvesting facilities for grey water?
Have you considered designing in measures to minimise surface water run-off e.g. minimising
paved areas and impermeable surfaces?
Have you considered incorporating sustainable urban drainage (SUDS) into your development
proposal?
Have you considered how any SUDS techniques used will achieve wider ecosystem functions?
e.g. contribution to amenity, recreation, wildlife etc.
Have you defined maintenance responsibilities for any proposed SUDS?

5. Waste & Materials
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: facilitating the reduction, recycling and reuse of waste and
providing opportunities to improve materials resource efficiency to reduce greenhouse gases.
Have you considered how the design of the development can facilitate the reduction of waste and
the recycling and composting of waste generated by occupants?
Have you adopted procedures which will minimise construction waste e.g. re-use and recycle
waste?

Have you considered using locally and/or responsibly sourced building materials?
Does the proposal encourage the use of re-used, recycled, recyclable and durable products e.g.
salvage material or re-using/recycling demolition materials for hardcore and aggregate?

6. Green Infrastructure & Ecology
Policies achieve climate neutrality by: adapting the built environment to climate change impacts
such as flooding, high temperatures and the urban heat island effect, whilst delivering a wide
range of additional social, economic and environmental benefits such as biodiversity
enhancements.
Does the proposal include the provision of green and blue spaces? E.g. parks, green corridors,
water bodies and sustainable drainage systems.
Have you considered how green and blue spaces within the development will be connected to the
wider green infrastructure assets of the Borough?
If the development involves the loss of any open space, is alternative and equivalent or better
provision made elsewhere, or is the development directly related to the enhancement of the
open space?
Will the proposal avoid any loss of trees, hedgerows and other vegetation of amenity and/or
environmental significance?
Have you considered adopting measures to conserve, enhance and/or restore biodiversity in and
around the development?
Will you be protecting existing ecological features from damage during site preparation and
completion of construction works where practicable?
If the proposed development is likely to cause adverse impacts to designated landscape sites,
have adequate mitigation measures been proposed?
Does the proposal provide for on-going management of green and blue spaces, including
biodiversity habitats?

Appendix J – Glossary
Within the literature and discussions around climate change, several terms are used which may not
be fully understood at first glance. This is an initial attempt to bring together current interpretations
of these terms and acronyms.
BIOMASS
There are four types of biomass in use today — wood and agricultural products, solid waste, landfill
gas and biogas, and alcohol fuels like ethanol or biodiesel. Most biomass used today is home grown
energy with wood—logs, chips, bark, and sawdust—accounting for about 44 percent of biomass
energy.
CARBON CAPTURE
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a technology that can capture up to 90% of the carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions pro-duced from the use of fossil fuels in electricity generation and industrial
processes, preventing the carbon dioxide from entering the atmosphere.
The CCS chain consists of three parts; capturing the carbon dioxide, transporting the carbon dioxide,
and securely storing the carbon dioxide emissions, underground in depleted oil and gas fields or
deep saline aquifer formations.
Furthermore, the use of CCS with renewable biomass is one of the few carbon abatement
technolo-gies that can be used in a 'carbon-negative' mode -– actually taking carbon dioxide out of
the atmosphere.
CARBON NEUTRAL
Carbon neutral means that while some emissions are still being generated by a building/process
these emissions are being offset somewhere else making the overall net emissions zero.
Carbon neutral is a term used where the carbon emissions caused by an entity such as a company,
service, product or event, have been balanced out by funding an equivalent amount of carbon
savings elsewhere in the world.
These savings are generated through helping to fund renewable energy projects and energy
efficiency projects, many of which bring additional social and community benefits in developing
countries as well as reducing greenhouse gases.
CARBON OFFSET
Carbon offsetting is a process by which organisations and individuals ‘balance’ out their carbon
footprints by funding emission reductions elsewhere, which can ‘offset’ their own activities and
emissions.
For example, to offset the environmental impact of a flight, you could work out the emissions
associated with that journey and purchase a carbon offset which guaranteed an equal emissions
reduction elsewhere. Offset types include investments in renewable energy or tree planting and
offset projects often take place in developing countries where the money invested provides benefits
in the local community.

Offsetting is sometimes seen as controversial, especially if it takes the place of efforts at first
reducing emissions through behaviour or operational change. It can also be perceived as an ‘easy’
way to shift the burden of action away from those who are more affluent.
Carbon offsetting means compensating for the carbon-dioxide pollution you're making (your carbon
footprint) by preventing the same amount of pollution from happening somewhere else. More
precisely, one carbon offset means compensating for emitting one tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2)
into the atmosphere by preventing a tonne of CO2 from entering the atmosphere elsewhere on
Earth (for example, by investing in renewable energy) or by removing a tonne of CO2 that's already
up there (by supporting something like tree planting—since trees pull CO2 from the air when they
grow).
CARBON STORAGE
See Carbon Capture.
CO-BENEFITS
Co-benefits are the added benefits we get when we act to control climate change, above and
beyond the direct benefits of a more stable climate. They are sometimes referred to as "multiple
benefits" or "synergies". They do not include the direct benefits of climate policy arising from a more
stable climate.
One of the most obvious examples is cleaner air. There is a big synergy here, because fossil fuels are
not only the main source of the greenhouse gases that cause climate change, but also the main
source of air pollution worldwide. Tackling climate change by burning less coal, oil and gas will have
the extra benefit of cutting emissions of soot, acidic gases, ozone-forming gases and toxic
compounds that cause heart and lung diseases and cancer.
GREENHOUSE GASES
Greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3) and
water vapour (H2O). These are referred to collectively as CO2E or CO2 Equivalents.
NET ZERO
Unlike other terms, such as carbon neutral, there is no commonly agreed definition of what
constitutes net zero emissions. However, this may change: in September 2019, the ‘Science Based
Targets initiative’ published a discussion paper – ‘Towards a science-based approach to climate
neutrality in the corporate sector’ - containing a working definition of net zero to inform corporate
net zero targets.
The paper describes net zero for a company as ‘achieving a state in which the activities within the
value chain of a company result in no net impact on the climate from greenhouse gas emissions. This
is achieved by reducing value chain greenhouse gas emissions, in line with 1.5°C pathways, and by
balancing the impact of any remaining greenhouse gas emissions with an appropriate amount of
carbon removal’.
SEQUESTRATION
Sequestration usually refers to carbon sequestration, the long-term storage of carbon in plants, soils,
geologic formations, and the ocean. Carbon sequestration occurs both naturally and as a result of
anthropogenic activities and typically refers to the storage of carbon that has the immediate
potential to become carbon dioxide gas. In response to growing concerns about climate change

resulting from increased carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere, considerable interest has
been drawn to the possibility of increasing the rate of carbon sequestration through changes in land
use and forestry and also through geoengineering techniques such as carbon capture and storage.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, were adopted by all
United Nations Member States in 2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the
planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.
The 17 SDGs are integrated—that is, they recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in
others, and that development must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability.
Through the pledge to Leave No One Behind, countries have committed to fast-track progress for
those furthest behind first. That is why the SDGs are designed to bring the world to several lifechanging ‘zeros’, including zero poverty, hunger, AIDS and discrimination against women and girls.
Everyone is needed to reach these ambitious targets. The creativity, knowhow, technology and
financial resources from all of society is necessary to achieve the SDGs in every context.
ZERO CARBON
Zero carbon means that no carbon emissions are being produced from a product/service e.g. zerocarbon electricity could be provided by a 100% renewable energy supplier.

ACRONYMS
COP25 = The 25th United Nations Conference of Parties climate change conference, held in Madrid,
December 2019; COP26 will be held in Glasgow during November 2020.
GHG = greenhouse gas/es.
GGR = greenhouse gas removal
IPCC = the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
SBTi = Science Based Targets initiative
SDGs = sustainable development goals

